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To find out, the UN Chronicle invited them from around the globe to take over its pages for
this special Youth Issue. Students from the Lalaji Memorial Omega International School in
Chennai, Akorshi Sengupta, Neeraja Mathur and Anirudh Jagannatha Rao, are among them.
They have greatly benefitted from being given this opportunity. They also have a group of
around 40 senior students who work with their teachers, with real enthusiasm to look for
practical ways that they can make a difference individually and as a school.

A

n Integrated Approach to Development
By Anirudh Jagannatha Rao, Neeraja Mathur and Akorshi Sengupta

The key to achieving the Millennium Development Goals lies in sharing resources, opportunities, and benefits, and in ensuring that those who wield power become responsible and
accountable.
Every day is a new beginning for hope and betterment in the village of Charampa
in Orissa state, India. On an ordinary day two years ago, at the crack of dawn, Lila,
a mother of three, hurried to the village well. She went to draw water for her home
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and for the tiny patch of land where
she grows vegetables and jowar,
barely producing enough for two
meals a day. Today, due to erratic
rainfall, the well had nearly gone dry
and the land almost became infertile.
Lila sighed, “My husband went to
Cuttack to find work. He never returned. I have to feed the family.
Without rain, what should I do? I
have a ration card. We walk all the
way to the fair-price shop, but there is
nothing in stock or the grains are rotten!” Her eldest daughter, Mala,
dropped out of school at age nine to
help with the household chores and
care for her younger siblings. School
for Mala was humiliating—there was
no closed toilet for girls.
Lila approached the village council
several times with little luck until one
day, Mr. Mohan, a civil servant from
Tamil Nadu state, was deputed to
Lila‟s district. Previously, Mr. Mohan
had undertaken several successful
poverty reduction projects, including
the creation of women‟s self-help
groups, provisions for micro credit,
and implementation of the free midday meal scheme for students in government primary schools. Mr. Mohan
transferred these experiences to
Charampa. Additionally, he enlisted
various non-governmental organizations to train the villagers in watershed management to ensure a sufficient water supply during the dry
season and, under his supervision,
the fair-price shops improved the villagers‟ access to grain storage and
food distribution services. Today, Lila
does not suffer from a lack of rain; the
stored water is sufficient for dry
spells. Her family does not go to bed
hungry, and all of her children go to
school.
.
There is much emphasis on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
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in India, yet there are many
achievement gaps. Greater integra“Millennium Development
tion of initiatives for the MDGs
could quicken the pace. Even if the
Goal 1 calls for halving by
MDGs were achieved, how could
2015 the proportion of people
the results be sustained and the reliving on less than a dollar a
maining gaps bridged? For example, MDG 1 calls for halving by 2015 day. What about the remaining
the proportion of people living on
half? What if some people fall
less than a dollar a day. What about
back into poverty? Solutions
the remaining half? What if some
people fall back into poverty? Solumust be sustainable and it is
tions must be sustainable. For this
vital to understand the links
to happen, it is vital to understand
the links between the MDGs and to between the MDGs and adopt
adopt an integrated approach. In
an integrated approach.”
this article, we try to identify sustainable solutions linking the three
MDGs concerning poverty and food
security, environmental management, eratives and women‟s self-help
and gender equality.
. groups to increase transparency. In
doing so, Tamil Nadu has established
a nearly universal distribution sysFood Security
tem, and malnutrition rates in the
Food production in India is deemed state have gone down considerably.
sufficient for its entire population of
little over one billion, yet nearly 200
As in Tamil Nadu, various state govmillion Indians remain hungry every
ernments need to select efficient and
day. One reason for this is the uncommitted officials to take charge,
equal distribution of food. The Indian
and rope in people‟s participation
Government spends nearly R500 bilthat has been found is necessary for
lion every year on the Public Distrithe success of any welfare scheme.
bution System (PDS) to ensure food
security. This system is still inadequate. In most villages, people walk Since 1996, the PDS in India has been
miles only to be sent back because restructured, resulting in the neglect
supplies are not available. If they of nearly 57 per cent of the economimiss the stipulated distribution day, cally vulnerable population. The Inthey lose the opportunity to buy the dian Government has many schemes
entire month‟s supply. In Tamil to improve food security: the NaNadu, however, the government has tional Rural Employment Guarantee
worked to establish fair-price shops Act, the National Food for Work Proso that no one needed to walk more gramme, and the Antyodya Anna
than 1.5 kilometres. While in states Yojna. However, these schemes are
with high levels of hunger, such as only partially successful because they
Orissa and Bihar, supplies are further overlap and their implementation is
reduced by corruption, the PDS in weak. Schemes with common objecTamil Nadu has overcome this prob- tives should be integrated for efficient
lem by ensuring that 94 per cent of resource management. However,
the fair-price outlets are run by coop- even if the schemes worked, many
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people would remain deprived. To
overcome this, the Indian government
could use information technology to
identify and target the correct strata of
the population.
.

In a year, a woman works approximately 3,000 hours compared to the
1,200 hours by a man. During the offseason, unskilled women have no
means of earning a living. In addition,
as they cannot easily carry out strenuous physical work, their scope for
Environment Management
earning a livelihood is further limited.
Current food production in India may Watershed management could relieve
be sufficient for its population, but the women from hard physical labour and
future bodes uncertain due to climate give them time to acquire new skills.
change. Ecological poverty is high in
India despite an abundance of natural Male-dominated work areas deny
resources. There is scarcity of water equal opportunities and compensation
for irrigation. Previously, monsoons to women. Women have very little
were predictable and agriculture was autonomy in their households and
planned around them. However, society. Empowerment of women beglobal climate change and erratic rain- gins with literacy and education. India
fall patterns have since begun to ad- recognizes education as a fundamenversely affect agriculture. Farmers tal right, yet 45.4 per cent of all Indian
have neither regular rainfall nor suffi- women are illiterate. Female illiteracy
cient water reserves. Irrigation subsi- in rural India is not easily addressed
dies have benefited the farmers and, although the situation is improvgreatly, but have also caused land ing, girls who wish to go to school
degradation in some areas due to ex- often face obstacles. Schools are few
cessive water use. There is an urgent and far between. Many parents allow
need for widespread community- their sons, but not their daughters, to
based watershed management. walk miles to school. Traditionally,
Development strategies need to be a
coordinated effort of the government,
the farming community, and nongovernmental organizations. University students often undertake such
projects as part of their curriculum.
Through these projects, every college
can link with a village and have students innovate and contribute to watershed management, as well as to
educate and empower the farming
community, while the government can
provide monetary assistance to build
these watersheds.
.

tions could do a lot to promote equality. There is a need for widespread
awareness of the problems, solutions,
and legal provisions relating to gender.
.
The key to achieving the MDGs lies in
sharing resources, opportunities, and
benefits, and in ensuring that those
who wield power become responsible
and accountable. The MDGs are
achievable—what is required is a focused and integrated approach. Let‟s
work together for a better tomorrow!

Indian society expects girls to look
after the family and help with household chores. Girls are consequently
discouraged from attending school,
especially beyond the age of twelve. ǂ
Moreover, rural schools often lack private toilets for girls, which is a significant deterrent.
.

About The Authors
Neeraja Mathur (17),

The implementation of governmental
policy for non-formal education to
increase female literacy has been fairly
successful in India: female tutors now
teach girls at their own homes in rural
areas.
.

Akorshi Sengupta (17),
Anirudh Jagannatha Rao (16),
are students at the
Lalaji Memorial Omega
International School
a UNESCO Associated School

Gender Equality

We believe that men need to be sensiin Chennai, India
For women in rural India, the most tized to the issues of gender inequalcommon source of livelihood is agri- ity. Religious and spiritual organiza- <http://www.omegaschools.org>
culture. About 55 to 65 per cent of all
DISCLAIMER:
agricultural work is done by women. This article was first published in the UN Chronicle (www.un.org/chronicle), the flagship publication of the United Nations, and is reproduced here for educational purposes.
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UN INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE

U

nited Nation‟s International Day of Peace,
September 21, 2010, was observed by members of Shri Ram Chandra Mission worldwide. Gatherings of all sizes took place from inside
homes to public festivals. The message of peace was
conveyed by the theme „Peace for a better future‟, using the slogan Peace = Future, with emphasis on
youth‟s role in building a more peaceful world for
tomorrow. In fact, youth in a few centers lead conversations to commemorate the day. From a festival in
Brisbane, to a living room in Queens, the Day of Peace
day was observed around the world.
Members of Shri Ram Chandra Mission in Australia
and New Zealand offered a variety of programs over
a period from 18 September to 3rd October, under the
theme with a prayer for peace. Melbourne Center con- Photo: Brisbane, Australia: SRCM youngster participates in the Peace and Sustainability Festival
ducted the UN observance as part of a 2-day youth
In South Africa International Day of Peace enjoyed
seminar.
wide participation. Centers in Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Port Elizabeth, Richards Bay, and Lady Smith shared
in commemorating this important day with Babuji
Maharaj‟s prayer for peace…that all people of the
world are becoming peace loving and pious.

Photo: SRCM South Africa: International Day of Peace Participants

Brisbane Centre had a stall and a presentation slot at
The Peace and Sustainability Festival in Brisbane,
Musgrave Park as a way to approach, raise awareness
and meet different people. There were about 160 participants at their event. Brisbane City Council, Australia Pacific Earth Charter, United Nations Australia
QLD Branch, and International Day of Peace Alliance
Inc. supported the festival. Events also took place in
Sydney, and in New Zealand in Auckland and Wellington.

A program in Toronto, Canada commemorated the
UN International Day of Peace. Of 25 people present,
3 were children; of the adults, 4 had not been introduced to Sahaj Marg. After an informal introduction,
the power point presentation was shared; quotations
from Whispers were read aloud, and time was given
after each slide for silence and reflection. Participants
later posed questions, shared thoughts and feelings
with the group; relating to the program theme and
content. It was all very simple and from the heart. After praying in accordance with the suggestion by
Babuji in his letter to the UNO, everyone was silent,
still and absorbed. A brief wrap-up was followed by
tea and snacks. Everyone lingered in the special atmosphere prevailing until the 9:00 p.m. prayer. It was
a blessed event.
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UN INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE

Also in Canada, Centers in Ottawa
and in Vancouver celebrated the
event with readings and sharing
on the topic, including a reading
of Babuji‟s letter to the UNO, with
a prayer for Peace at 9pm. One
abhyasi said “it was so nice to
gather together and put our
thought with the rest of the
world…and to go home feeling
peaceful and light”.
In Queens, NY, USA, children
ranging in age from 4 to 10, presented a message of peace, love
and joy. They introduced themselves, explaining what UN Peace
Day meant to them. The audience
was made up of parents and a
very good mix of people who connected with each other through
the event. After the introduction,
children and adults were shown a

Photo: SRCM South Africa: International Day of Peace

Photo: SRCM Queens, New York, USA: Local youth performs program for Peace Day

9-minute movie on peace. The oldest child spoke about how he was
affected by the 9/11 attacks; and
how he would like peace to always remain. Everybody was very
eager to hear the children sing and
perform. The songs centered
around English and Hindi folk

music. Rewards were given out to
the children and all enjoyed a potluck dinner. Afterward, the Sahaj
Marg practice of meditation was
offered to the attendees as one of
the means to bring peace in their
heart. (Of 22 attendees, 2 were
abhyasis; 8 were children) ǂ
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M

embers of Shri Ram
Chandra
Mission
from South Africa to
North America celebrated Universal Children‟s Day
with their children during the
month of November as a day of
worldwide fraternity and understanding between children.
South Africa celebrated their Universal Children‟s Day with a
Prayer Program. This initiative
has become a highlight of United
Nations commemorative days.
The Prayer Program took place at
the ashram in Lenasia and was
open to the general public. In the
spirit of the theme, there was also
be a fun filled afternoon where
children and parents were invited
to spend time together, and create
a peace garden as part of nurturing hopes for the future.
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Universal Children’s Day, Nov 20 2010

Richmond, Virginia, USA celebrated on November 13th with a
group of 26 children of different
ages. Two children prepared the
children‟s day presentation with
a program theme of Love. The
day consisted of singing, storytelling and a talent show. Children
sang the “Oh Master” song during the parade. Later they put on
a play about three saints and a
family. The story is about a family who invites the Saint Love
into their home. The children insisted that Saint Love be allowed
to stay in their home. Saint Love
was welcomed into their home
and with Love came Saints
Health and Wealth, with the message

The moral of the story was that
with love anything is possible
and that one can be blessed by
health and wealth when love is
present. The day ended with ten
of the children presenting their
talents.
The Austin, Texas, USA center‟s
theme was “Universal Peace”.
The children participated in a cultural program, a talent show and
art projects, making dream catchers and painting. The day ended
with a Universal Prayer in commemoration of the special day.
To raise awareness about Sahaj
Marg, the general public was invited to an introductory seminar
and asked to join in on the Universal Prayer.

“whenever there is love in a
family there will be health and
wealth too”.

“ When we want one humankind,
one humanity, one world,
perhaps one universe someday, we have to
find the uniting factor,
not the dividing factor! And that is what I
think spirituality is all about. ” 1
“ In our aims we have the highest.
It is the oneness of all humans and a human
brotherhood in which there is
no separation, no alienation,
no differentiation. ” 2
2

1 (P. Rajagopalachari, Parthasarthi, Thus Speaks Chariji, Chapter „Spirituality‟, p. 25)
From a speech given by Rev. Master on 23rd July, 2008 at Lucknow, UP, India <http://www.sahajmarg.org/literature/online/speeches/oneness-of-all-humans>
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Universal Children’s Day, Nov 20 2010

“ Our Omega School must
strive to produce young
ladies and young men who
are balanced, with both
the soul and the body
working in unison, with
the soul guiding the body
in its activities, and
especially the mind
working under the
guidance of the soul. ”
From A talk given by Shri Parthasarathi Rajagopalachari to the
trustees, principal and staff of Lalaji Memorial Omega School,
Chennai On April 12th 2005 <http://
www.sahajmarg.org/literature/online/speeches/
producing-balanced-individuals>
Top and middle photos: SRCM Austin, Texas, USA: Local children
participate in the day's activities.

The center in Victoria, BC, Canada included 5 ten-year-old
children and 6 adults.
The children were given an explanation of SCRM‟s connection with the United Nations,
and the advent of Universal
Children‟s Day on December
14, 1954. Each child participated in reading a story about
children who came to the earth
to study plants, humans and
hearts. To remember their special day, the children made lanterns of light. The children
wanted to participate in meditation. They were able to sit
quietly for just one minute and
it was a positive experience because it introduced them to the
act of meditating and being
Photo: SRCM Richmond, Virginia, USA Children's Day Program
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International Day of Human Rights

“ Unless the
foundation of peace
is made to rest on a
spiritual basis, no
better prospects
can be expected”

S

outheastern CT Center,
Connecticut, USA cohosted an observance of
the UN‟s anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights with
Connecticut College in New London, CT on December 11, 2010.
There was an open invitation to
all, independent of distinctions,
to participate in a Meditation for
Human Integration workshop to
promote the feelings of mutual
love and universal brotherhood.
The meditation was said to be
based on the truth that world
peace can be created only by inner peace within It was held in
the campus chapel, with 17 attending—a mix of students, faculty and abhyasis.

“ Unless there is
spiritual
renaissance,
the world will
know no peace”

Shri Ram Chandra (8th July 1957)
Founder President of Shri Ram
Chandra Mission (1945-1983)

Dag Hammarskjöld
Secretary-General of the
United Nations (1953-1961)

The Mission‟s association with
the UN was explained, after
which readings were alternated
by a member of Shri Ram
Chandra Mission and the director
of religious and spiritual life. The
preamble of the UN declaration
was read from, followed by parts
of Babuji‟s letter to the UN (July
8, 1957) and Dag Hammerskold‟s
reply regarding the need for
spiritual renaissance. The group
had been provided with a handout describing the prayer and a
suggestion about how to do it,
which was read over with them,
and then they prayed for 15 minutes.

Friday between 12-1 pm. No
classes are held at this time so
events can be attended if a student or faculty member chooses.
Several students from the campus
Human Rights organization attended. This simple program was

The time chosen for this meeting
was the college‟s „common hour‟

well received. ǂ

Save the Date:
May 15, 2011
We invite you to participate in
UN Commemoration Day

International Day of
Families
Details forthcoming. For more
information, please contact
<un.info@srcm.org>
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International Year of Youth, India

2010 Annual All-India Essay Writing Event

Y

Photo: 2011 Prize Distribution Ceremony for SRCM 2010 All India Essay Event, Kolkata, India

outh is a time of promise and for effort, and we
found ample proof of the same when several thousands of youngsters from over 12000 educational
institutions came forward to express themselves at the All
India Essay Writing Event 2010. It is again that time of the
year when we must identify the best and recognize their
superlative efforts, but before we get to that we would like
to share with you some of our findings.

bust character could guide one through the maze of temptation. We were unsure about your reaction when we presented you with the idea that Freedom Does Not Mean
License, But The Wisdom To Choose What Is Right For
Oneself, and yet again you showed us the extent of your
collective wisdom when you eloquently argued the case
for self-restraint and guidance. It was you who said that
even the river, which epitomizes youth and energy, needs
two banks to keep it within bounds and be channelized
This year, we asked you some potent questions and put into a life giving force. you beautifully explained that a
before you certain bold ideas for your consideration, and mop of overgrown and untidy hair could be transformed
to say the least, we were overwhelmed by the unanimous into an elegant coiffure only when it is timely trimmed
verdict that YOU gave us.
and tended to.
We posited that Character Protects Life, and you reaffirmed that it indeed does. Whatever the world may say
about the exuberance of youth and the myriad temptations that it faces, YOU the youth of India told us in unambiguous terms that, if the edifice of life were founded
upon anything other than a strong character, it would always run the risk of collapse. You rekindled the hope of a
brighter tomorrow when you emphasized that only a ro-

You were able to reveal some noteworthy aspects of the
topic From Ambition to Aspiration, From Acquiring to
Becoming. You naturally related aspiration to excellence
and ambition to greed. It was interesting to hear your
views on ambition and its acquisitive approach to fulfillment, and your predilection for aspiration, which epitomizes the true nature of the soul and its Endeavour to
evolve into an increasingly better version of itself.
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International Year of Youth, India

Photo: 2011 Prize Distribution Ceremony for SRCM 2010 All India Essay Event, Kolkata, India

As we bring down the curtains on
this years event, we appeal to each
one of YOU to remain connected to
your hearts and live by all that you
have said in this fora, with the hope
that each one of you will make the
all-important transition from concept
to practice.

May this indeed be the Year,
Decade and Age of Youth.
ǂ
Top and left photos: SRCM 2010 All-India Essay Prize
Distribution Ceremony, Naharlagun, Arunachal Pradesh

The 2010 Annual All-India Essay
Writing Event Prize distribution
ceremonies were organized around India
to honor the winners. Ceremonies were
held for participants in Madya Pradesh,
Arunachal Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Andhra

Pradesh, Ranchi, Assam, Delhi and
West Bengal. Joined by their parents,
teachers/ lecturers, the students were
invited to share their experiences and
feelings, touching the hearts of all.

P
Photo: From 2010 All-India Essay Prize Distribution Ceremony, Naharlagun, Arunachal Pradesh

Prize Distribution Ceremony at
Naharlagun Ashram, Arunachal
Pradesh
With the Blessings of Rev. Master, the
essay event was organized in zone-15
(NE States except Assam). About 350
students from 53 educational institutions representing most of the remote
places in Arunachal Pradesh, Shillong in Meghalaya and Imphal and
C.C.Pur in Manipur took part in the
essay event. At Naharlagun Ashram,
a ceremony was organized for the
priz ewinners from Ita na ga r/
Na ha rla gun/Nirju li, A rna cha l
Pradesh. Students and parents took

a keen interest in the event. The
parents were very happy on visiting this ashram and expressed
their wonder that Shri Ram
Chandra Mission as a whole is
taking great interest in organizing
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Sahaj Marg Around the World

Photo: Prize Distribution Ceremony for SRCM 2010 All India Essay Event, Delhi NCR ZONE

such events which inculcate moral
and ethical values in youth. The
parents, teachers, and students
expressed their happiness and
gave positive feedback about the
event.

of its development of a syllabus
for Value Based Spiritual Education.
Kolkata Prize
Ceremony

Distribution

At Babujii Memorial Ashram, in
Prize Distribution Ceremony at Kolkata, prizewinners, parents
Delhi
and teachers were treated to
At R K Puram Ashram of the thought-provoking talks by Shri
Delhi Center, Maj. Gen. (Ret.) A.P. Mangal Shanghavi and Shri
Palta, Zonal-in-Charge of Delhi Keshev Pradhan.
Br. Rishabh
NCR Zone chaired the ceremony. Kothari shared a few words reBr. Gyan Sarin welcomed all the garding the SRCM-UN partnermembers, explaining briefly about ship and the common goals
the Mission and the Essay Writing shared by both organizations.
Event. In his speech, Br. Palta About forty-five institutions from
spoke about the idea behind the the zone took part in the essay
essay writing event, the present event from schools in Darjeeling,
state of the world we live in and Siliguri and Ranigani as well as
the synergy between the objec- Kolkata.
tives of SRCM and the UN in proThe charged and serene atmosmoting human values, especially
phere of the ashram left all preamongst young children, so that
sent absorbed in introspection
the world can have a better fuand curious to know more about
ture. He also mentioned that the
the mission and its activities. The
Mission is nearing the final stage

Photos: 2011 Prize Distribution Ceremony for SRCM 2010
All India Essay Event, Kolkata, India

prize distribution was a small attempt to reach out to the students
and their families, that they may
take back a little more than just
prizes and accolades. If the beaming faces were any indication, a
chord had been struck deep in
their hearts. ǂ

(Echoes India Newsletter, Vol. 4, Issue 2, March 2011, Shri Ram Chandra Mission®)
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2010 ONLINE ESSAY EVENT RESULTS FOR OVERSEAS ABHYASIS
RANK

NAME

CIT Y/CENTRE

CO UNTRY

AGE BELOW 21 YEARS
1

CAROLYN GRACE ROMANO

FLOYD COUNTY VIRGINIA

USA

2

BHUMA KANTAMSETTY

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE

AGE 21 to 25 YEARS
1

ASANKHAYA SHARMA

SINGAPORE

SINGAPORE

2

OLGA POCHERNIAEVA

DUBLIN

IRELAND

AGE 26 TO 30 YEARS
1

RAGHAVAN GOPALAKRISHNAN

CLEVELAND,OHIO

USA

2

JAYSHIKA MAHIDA

JOHANNESBURG

SOUTH AFRICA

3

DHEERAJ KAPOOR

TORONTO

CANADA

Congratulations to Carolyn Grace Romano, 18, of Floyd County,
VA, who is the 2010 winner of the Overseas Essay Contest with
her essay, “Character is not a Wall but a Staircase”.
With adept expression she has shared an inspiring perspective on
human potential.
Reprint: “Congratulations”, North America Echoes, Volume 3, Issue 3, March 2011, page 2
<http://www.sahajmarg.org/newsletters/north-america>

2010 ALL INDIA ESSAY WRITING EVENT : NATIONAL RESULTS
RANK NAME

N AME O F INSTITUTIO N

P LACE

ZO NE (INDIA) LANG UAG E

CATEGORY 1 ( CLASSES 6 to 9 )
1

HUISHA GANERIWAL

LORETO HOUSE SCHOOL

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

ENGLISH

2

BHARATI SHARMA

A.V.M. SEC. SCHOOL, BASERI

BARI

RAJASTHAN

HINDI

HYDERABAD

ANDHRA
PRADESH

ENGLISH

3

NAVNEET KRISHNAN

GITANJALI DEVASHRAY

CATEGORY 2 ( CLASSES 10 to 12 )
1

PATEL NIDHI
PARESHKUMAR

NUTAN VIDYALAYA, VADODARA

VADODARA

GUJARAT

GUJARATI

2

IPSITA DASGUPTA

BHARTIYA VIDYA BHAWAN

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

ENGLISH

3

FARAZI MIRZA

TAGORE PUBLIC INTER COLLEGE

HAPUR

NCR

HINDI

CATEGORY 3 ( UG/PG )
1

PAVITHRA A

SHRI DHARMASTHALA MANJUNATHA SHIKSHANA MAHAVIDYALAYA

UJJIRE

KARNATAKA

KANNADA

2

R GAYATHRI

BNMIT

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

ENGLISH

3

MAYA DAVI CHALLISERY

VIMALA COLLEGE

THRISSUR

KERALA

ENGLISH
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2010 All India Essay Writing event Zonal Results

To learn more about the 2010 essay writing event visit:
<http://www.sahajmarg.org/resources/un-dpi/events/essay-writing-event>
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UPCOMING COMMEMORATIONS, 2011

15
12
21
20
10

MAY, INTERNATIONAL DAY OF FAMILIES
AUGUST, INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY
SEPTEMBER, INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE
NOVEMBER, UNIVERSAL CHILDREN‟S DAY
DECEMBER, HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
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SHRI RAM CHANDRA MISSION

WWW. SAHAJMARG .ORG

WEB ARCHIVES
VOLUME 4 ISSUE 2
English, Español, Français

SPECIAL DOUBLE ISSUE
VOLUME 3 ISSUE 2 &
VOLUME 4 ISSUE 1
English, Español, Français

CONTENTS:
2010, UN FAMILY DAY
2010, UN DAY FOR THE
ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

2010, UN DAY OF YOUTH

CONTENTS:
UN CLIMATE CHANGE
CONFERENCE
ALL INDIA ESSAY WRITING
EVENT
STAND UP AND TAKE ACTION.
END POVERTY NOW!

2010, Annual All-India Essay Writing Event with UNIC

A REMEDY FOR WAR

OMEGA SCHOOL JOINS UNESCO ASPNET

62ND DPI/NGO CONFERENCE, MEXICO CITY

UPCOMING COMMEMORATIONS, 2011

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE, CANADA, EUROPE,
SOUTH AFRICA

WEB ARCHIVES

UNIVERSAL CHILDREN’S DAY, EUROPE, OCEANIA, USA

ANNUAL UN STUDENT CONFERENCE ON HUMAN RIGHTS,
OMEGA SCHOOL

VOLUME 3 ISSUE 1
English, Español, Français
CONTENTS:
UN FAMILY DAY, AUSTRALIA,
BOTSWANA, SOUTH
AFRICA, N. AMERICA
UN FAMILY DAY, MALAYSIA
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF
RECONCILIATION, AUSTRALIA
HUMAN RIGHTS
DAY, EUROPE

FOR MORE ARCHIVES AND TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT PROGRAMMES ORGANIZED

SAHAJ MARG RESEARCH AND TRAINING INSTITUTE

SHRI RAM CHANDRA MISSION ON
VARIOUS U.N. INTERNATIONAL DAYS,
VISIT THE “ONE WORLD” WEB PAGES:

UN TEACHERS CONFERENCE ON PEACE & HUMAN
RIGHTS, LALAJI MEMORIAL OMEGA SCHOOL, INDIA

<http://www.sahajmarg.org/resources/un-dpi>

ANNUAL ALL-INDIA ESSAY WRITING EVENT WITH UNIC,
NEW DELHI
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